The constraint on the R-parity violating supersymmetric interactions is discussed in the light of current experimental data of the electric dipole moment of neutron, Hg atoms, and YbF and ThO molecules using the linear programming method. It is found that the R-correlation of the neutron beta decay and hadronic EDMs are very useful observables to constrain definite regions of the parameter space of the R-parity violating supersymmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
The supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (SM) has widely been discussed as a good candidate of the new physics [1] . One of the important aspects of the supersymmetric SM is that it allows room for baryon and lepton number violation. To forbid them we often use the conservation of R-parity, but this conservation has never been put on a strong convincing basis. Rather, the existence of R-parity violating (RPV) interactions seems natural from the point of view of the grand unified theory, and many phenomenological analyses of the Rparity violation were done so far [2] .
One of the promising experimental approach to search for new physics beyond the SM is the electric dipole moment (EDM) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The advantages of the EDM are almost obvious and far-reaching. Namely, the EDM can be measured with high accuracy in a variety of systems. The representative experimental data are the EDMs of 129 Xe atom (d Xe < 4.0 × 10 −27 e cm) [8] , 205 Tl atom (d Tl < 9×10
−25 e cm) [9] , neutron (d n < 2.9×10 −26 e cm) [10] , 199 Hg atom (d Tl < 3.1 × 10 −29 e cm) [11] , muon (d µ < 1.8 × 10
−19 e cm) [12] , YbF molecule (d e < 1.05 × 10 −27 e cm) [13] , ThO molecule (d e < 8.7 × 10 −29 e cm) [14] . There are also many future experimental prospects such as the measurement of the EDMs of proton [15, 16] , deuteron [15, 16] , muon [15, 16] , 225 Ra atom [17] , neutron [18] , 129 Xe atom [19] , 210 Fr atom [20] , etc. All * nodoka.yamanaka@riken.jp these EDMs are expected to receive very small contributions from SM [21] , which makes them to be an excellent probe of the new physics. The EDM is so sensitive to the new physics that the supersymmetric models with [5, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and without R-parity [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] have been analyzed to a considerable extent, and many supersymmetric CP phases were constrained so far.
The parameter space of the R-parity violation is quite large, and the analysis of the whole parameter space including the usual R-parity conserving parameters is discouragingly difficult. In such situations, we often restrict the parameter space only to few parameters to allow for feasible phenomenological analyses, as done in many previous works (under the assumptions of a single coupling dominance), and many tight constraints on the RPV couplings have been derived so far. This approach assuming a single coupling dominance, however, cannot exhaust all corners of the RPV parameter space in which interferences could occur, and thereby some couplings may be sufficiently larger than upper limits derived with this assumption. In the R-parity conserving sector, a systematic analysis of the SUSY CP phases was done by Ellis et al. ( for the minimally flavor violating maximally CP violating model), and they obtained a possible large prediction for many prepared experiments such as the EDMs of the deuteron or 225 Ra atom [30] . If the supersymmetric theory is extended with RPV, an equally full analysis for RPV interactions seems to be needed. Our aim is then to do a systematic analysis of the full space of the CP violating RPV interactions on the basis of the linear programming method by using the constraints due to the existing experimental data (neutron, 129 Xe, 205 Tl, 199 Hg, YbF and ThO EDMs plus other CP conserving experimental data of fundamental precision tests [2] ), and to present the maximal expectations for P, CP-odd observables in preparation. In the present analysis, we will predict the EDMs of the proton, deuteron, 3 He nucleus, 210 Fr, 211 Rn, 225 Ra atoms, muon, and the R-correlation of the neutron beta decay with the linear programming method.
This paper is organized as follows. We first present in Section II the RPV interactions and their contribution to the EDM observables. The elementary level RPV processes as well as the hadronic and many-body physics needed in the computation are explained in detail. We then give a brief review of the linear programming algorithm in Section III. In Section IV, we provide the whole setup of the input parameters. There the complete formulae of the EDMs used in this analysis are shown. We then analyze the constraints to RPV couplings in Section V, and also the prospective values of the future EDM experiments. The last part is devoted to the summary.
II. RPV CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDMS A. Elementary level contribution
We first review the RPV contribution at the elementary level. The derivation of the RPV contribution to the EDM observables is based on our previous papers [39, 40] .
The RPV superpotential relevant in our discussion is the following:
with i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 indicating the generation, a, b = 1, 2 the SU (2) L indices. L and E c denote the lepton doublet and singlet left-chiral superfields, respectively. Q and D c denote respectively the quark doublet and down quark singlet left-chiral superfields.
In the presence of the bilinear RPV interactions, the authors of [36] made a suitable use of the flavor basis in which only one of the four Y = −1/2 doublet fields bears vacuum expectation value [41] . In this work, however, we assume that the bilinear RPV interactions are absent. There could also be baryon number violating RPV interactions, but they were omitted in Eq. (1) to avoid rapid proton decay.
The RPV lagrangian that follows from the superpotential (1) is then
These RPV interactions are of Yukawa type, and are lepton number violating. The RPV interactions with CP phase contribute to those of the fermion EDM
and the quark chromo-EDM
from the two-loop level Barr-Zee type diagrams (see Fig.  1 ) [23, 33, 34, [38] [39] [40] 42] . Here the coefficients in (3) and (4) are expressed in terms of the RPV couplings as
where d BZ and d FIG. 2 . RPV contribution to the P, CP-odd four-fermion interaction.
The EDM and the chromo-EDM of fermions seen above are P, CP-odd quantities generated in a straightforward way by elementary processes of a single fermion. For the case of composite systems such as hadrons, nuclei and atoms on the other hand, their EDMs are produced through the P, CP-odd four-fermion interactions. The trilinear RPV interactions (2) contribute to the P, CPodd four-fermion interaction at the tree level as shown in Fig. 2 [35, 38] . The four-fermion interaction can be written as follows:
whereλ = λ or λ ′ , depending on whether the fermion f is a lepton or quark. Also,λ = λ or λ ′ when the fermion F is a lepton or quark, respectively.
In this analysis, the sparticle mass (to be denoted generically by m SUSY ) is taken to be m SUSY > 1 TeV, in accordance with the exclusion region of the LHC experiment [43] . We also assume that the flavor off-diagonal terms of the soft SUSY breaking terms are small [44] . We assume that the CP violation in the R-parity conserving sector is minimal. The θ-term is removed with PecceiQuinn symmetry [45] . In addition, we assume that the sfermion masses are degenerate. Under this condition, the contribution from the 2-loop level rainbowlike diagram vanishes [24, 46] .
B. Classification of the RPV contribution
As we see in Eqs. (5) and (7), fermion EDMs and CP-odd four-fermion interactions depend on imaginary parts of a certain combinations of bilinear products of λ ijk and/orλ ′( * ) ink . The combinations depend on EDMmeasured objects and it will be helpful to classify the bilinear products before we start detailed analyses. With these purposes in our mind, we have classified, in the previous work [7] , the RPV contributions to the EDMs into 6 types:
• • Type 2: Semi-leptonic bilinears involving electron which contribute both to the electron EDM and P, CP-odd electron-nucleon (e-N) interactions
. Atomic EDMs (paramagnetic and diamagnetic) are very sensitive to them.
• Type 3: Semi-leptonic bilinears involving d-quark and heavy leptons. These can be only constrained
• Type 4: Hadronic bilinears. They contribute to the d-quark EDM, choromo-EDM and P, CP-odd 4-
Purely hadronic EDMs (nucleon EDMs, bare nuclear EDMs) are highly sensitive to them.
• Type 5: Bilinears which contribute only to muon
• Type 6: Remaining RPV bilinears which cannot be constrained in this analysis [Im(λ i33 λ ′ * i22 ) and Im(λ i33 λ ′ * i33 ) (i = 1, 2)]. They are expected to contribute to the EDMs of τ lepton, s and b quarks, but we have not considered them in our discussion, since these couplings are not actually accessible experimentally.
C. P, CP-odd electron-nucleon and pion-nucleon interactions
In the present subsection, we would like to outline the derivation of the P-and CP-odd electron-nucleon and pion-nucleon interactions which are both indispensable for computation of nuclear and atomic EDMs in Section II E.
Let us begin with the P, CP-odd electron-nucleon (e-N) interactions [4, 7, 62] described by
These interactions originally come from the P, CP-odd electron-quark interactions with the same Lorentz structure, i.e.,
The coefficients C SP q and C (8) are extracted simply by attaching a factor of the quark content of the nucleon to the corresponding ones, i.e., C SP q , C PS q , and C T q in Eq. (9) . We are thus led to the formulae
The detail of the nucleon matrix elements will be given below. The tensor-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction of Eq. (8) does not receive the RPV contribution at the level of our discussion. It is however useful to mention it since some P, CP-odd atomic level effects can be calculated using the tensor-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction (see Section II E). Next let us turn to the P, CP-odd pion-nucleon interactions described effectively by
where a denotes the isospin index. The third term in Eq. (13) is of tensor-type and will not be discussed because its effect is negligibly small. The first two terms with coefficientsḡ
πN N andḡ (1) πN N , respectively receive two types of contributions. One is due to the quark chromo-EDM d c q and the other is due to P, CP-odd four-quark interactions. As to the former we do not know available lattice QCD data. In this work, we use therefore the result of the QCD sum rules [5, 63] . The contributions of the quark chromo-EDM toḡ (0) πN N andḡ (1) πN N have been shown [5, 64] asḡ
Here and hereafter we set [65] 
The effect of the P, CP-odd four-quark interaction tō g (1) πN N on the other hand is given by the factorization approximation [5, 7, 66] :
where the P, CP-odd four-quark coupling C q has to be matched with the coefficient of Eq. (7). Here we also need the data of the scalar content of nucleon. We should note that in this paper, only the isovector P, CP-odd pion-nucleon interaction receives contribution from the P, CP-odd four-quark interactions.
We are now in a position to present the detailed quark contents in nucleons which are necessary to evaluate (10), (11) and (19) and the EDM of the composite system. The hadron level calculation, which is the integral part in the EDM predictions, has some subtleties, and we have to explain it in detail. It is most favorable that the hadronic matrix elements are given by the lattice QCD calculation [7, 47] . In our calculation, we have used the lattice QCD result for the quark scalar contents of nucleon [48] [49] [50] . We use the following nucleon matrix elements renormalized at µ = 2 GeV:
For the up and down contents, we have set the value of the nucleon sigma term
favored by lattice QCD studies [48] and the isovector content p|ūu−dd|p ≈ 1.02, also derived from the analysis of several lattice QCD results [51, 52] . The strange quark content was given by the lattice QCD studies [48, 49] .
The quark masses that we use are [53] 
The scalar density of the neutron n|qq|n is also necessary when we compute (10) , (11) and (19) . To obtain the neutron matrix elements, we simply use the isospin symmetry, i.e. n|dd|n = p|ūu|p (ūu ↔dd), and n|ss|n = p|ss|p .
Another lattice QCD result we quote is the tensor content of the nucleon [50, 54] . The proton tensor charge is expressed in terms of the momentum p µ and the proton spin s µ by
where δq (q = u, d, s) is the tensor content (charge) of the proton. The tensor charge of the nucleon gives the linear coefficients of the contribution of the quark EDM to the nucleon EDM [7, 47] 
and also the linear coefficient of the contribution of the tensor-type P, CP-odd electron-quark interaction to the P, CP-odd e-N interaction [4] [see Eq. (12)]. The lattice QCD result of the proton tensor charge is [54] 
By using the isospin symmetry, we have
It should be noted that the tensor charge obtained from lattice QCD is smaller than the nonrelativistic quark model predictions δu = , often used in the literature [55] . The small values of the tensor charge is explained by the superposition of the processes in which the gluon emission and absorption of the quark flip the quark tensor charge [56] .
The pseudoscalar contents of nucleon have been calculated phenomenologically, as [7, 35, 51, 57] 
where the recent experimental data of the nucleon axial charge were used as input [58, 59] . The large value of the pseudoscalar condensates for the light quarks is due to the pion pole contribution [60] . For the detailed derivation, see Appendix B. The scalar and pseudoscalar bottom contents of the nucleon can be obtained via the heavy quark expansion [61] . In this work, we use
Here we also assume the isospin symmetry, i.e. n|bb|n = p|bb|p and n|biγ 5 b|n = p|biγ 5 b|p . See Appendix C for the derivation.
D. The chromo-EDM and nucleon EDM
We now evaluate the chromo-EDM contribution [see Eq. (4)] to the nucleon EDM [67] . In this case again we do not have any lattice QCD results at our disposal, but there are many model calculations [7, 26, 27, 38, [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] , despite the large theoretical uncertainty. As the two main ways often used to discuss the chromo-EDM contribution to the nucleon EDM, we know the chiral and QCD sum rules approaches [5] . The first approach is the traditional one, which has its origin in the investigation of the observability of the θ-term effect [45, [72] [73] [74] . There it was argued that the leading contribution of the θ-term to the nucleon EDM is given by the pion cloud effect. The chromo-EDM is known to contribute to the nucleon EDM in a similar way. The second approach is a more recent one, focusing on the elementary level quark-gluon processes [69, 70] .
In this work, we consider the chiral approach to highlight physical contents of the nucleon EDM. The reason is as follows. In the phenomenological determination of the pseudoscalar contents of nucleon (35) , (36) , and (37), we have pointed out the importance of the pion pole contribution which gives very large matrix elements [60] . In a similar way, it is natural to consider the NambuGoldstone boson contribution in this case, where the nucleon EDM is enhanced by a chiral logarithm. The result of the calculation actually yields larger coefficients than those obtained from the QCD sum rules analysis [7, 71] . The recent investigations in the chiral approach are pursued by using the chiral effective theory [72] . In this work, we have quoted the result of Ref. [71] . The contribution of the quark chromo-EDM to the neutron EDM is given by
s n ≈ 0.5. This result was obtained by taking the leading chiral logarithm of the Nambu-Goldstone boson loop diagram as shown in Fig.  3 . The Peccei-Quinn symmetry [45] was assumed, so that the quark chromo-EDM contributes also through the θ-term. In this derivation, the P, CP-odd pion-nucleon coupling was evaluated in the QCD sum rules.
In our analysis, the expression of the proton EDM is also needed. The calculation of the proton EDM can be done in a similar way, by evaluating Fig. 4 [7] . At the leading order of chiral logarithm, the convenient relations ρ 
where (20), (21), and (22), we obtainρ
The coincidence of these two relations should be considered as accidental. We should note that the renormalization scale of Ref. [71] (µ = 1 GeV) is different from that of this paper (µ = 2 GeV). This difference should not be considered seriously as the theoretical uncertainty is large. If we express the proton EDM explicitly, we have In this work, we have neglected the effect of the QCD renormalization, which would give a mixing between P, CP-odd quark level operators under the change of the renormalization scale [28, 75] . It should be noted in particular that the effect of the Weinberg operator 68, 76] appears from the renormalization, although the RPV interactions do not generate it at the leading order. The hadron matrix elements calculated in this work however involve a large theoretical uncertainty, and the mixing effect should be well within it. We therefore neglect the renormalization of the operators together with the Weinberg operator.
E. Many-body physics
To determine the EDM of the nuclear and atomic level many-body systems, we need to calculate their wave functions. The leading P, CP-odd contribution used as input is the P, CP-odd pion-nucleon interactions [see Eq. (13)] and the nucleon EDM. The linear coefficients in the relation between these P, CP-odd nucleon level interactions to the nuclear EDM has to be worked out. For the calculation of the few-body systems such as the deuteron or the 3 He nucleus, the ab initio approach is possible and in fact turns out to be effective [77] [78] [79] . On the other hand, the wave functions of the systems with more than O(100)-body cannot be calculated without any approximations.
For heavy nuclei in atoms, the P, CP-odd effect is suppressed by the screening phenomenon of Schiff [80] , but the finite volume effect can generate the atomic EDM through the nuclear Schiff moment [6] . In the evaluation of the nuclear Schiff moment, we also calculate the linear coefficients between the nuclear Schiff moment and the P, CP-odd pion-nucleon interactions [see Eq. (13)] or the nucleon EDM. The general expression of the nuclear Schiff moment of the nucleus a is given as
where
πN N , and g (2) πN N are the isoscalar, isovector, and isotensor P, CP-odd pion-nucleon couplings, respectively. The CP-even pion-nucleon coupling is given by g πN N = 14.11 ± 0.20 [81] .
For the calculations of the coefficients of a
a and a (2) a in Eq. (43) for 129 Xe nucleus, we use the result of the shell model [82, 83] . For the calculations of the nuclear Schiff moments of the 199 Hg, 211 Rn, and 225 Ra, we use the results of the many-body calculation with meanfield approximation taking into account the deformation [84, 85] . There are currently variety of phenomenological interactions available. Calculations were made using the computer code HFODD [86] within several models of phenomenological Skyrme interactions: SkO' [87] , SkM * [88] , SLy4 [89] , SV [90] and SIII [90] . The results for 199 Hg, 211 Rn, and 225 Ra nuclei are shown in Table I . In Ref. [84] , the dependence of the 199 Hg and 211 Rn nuclear Schiff moments on the valence neutron EDM, namely the coefficients s a n in (43) , is given by the parameter b a which can be converted to s a n owing to the formula [84] 
To obtain the coefficient s a p of the proton EDM dependence in Eq. (43), we have to replace the nucleon spin matrix element as σ a n → σ a p in Eq. (44) . The nuclear spin matrix elements will be calculated below. For the 199 Hg and 211 Rn nuclei, we take the average of the coefficients calculated with different phenomenological interactions [84] . For the 225 Ra nucleus, we take the result obtained with the SkO' interaction, as recommended in Ref. [85] . We see that the results have a large theoretical uncertainty.
We also introduce the way to calculate the spin matrix elements of the valence proton σ p and neutron and σ n using the nuclear magnetic moment. These elements are needed to separate the CP-odd effect for the valence nucleon EDM contribution to the nuclear Schiff moment and for the pseudoscalar-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction C PS N [see Eq. (8)]. Phenomenologically, the valence nucleon is a superposition of the proton and neutron due to the configuration mixing. The mixing coefficients σ p and σ n can be obtained using the magnetic moment of 
the nucleus a as follows:
where µ a is the nuclear magnetic moment (in unit of the nuclear magneton). Here the matrix element σ a N is 1 for j = l + The final matter is the EDMs of atoms and molecules. In the atomic level evaluation of the EDM, we calculate the linear coefficients between the atomic (or molecular) EDMs and the nuclear Schiff moment, the P, CP-odd e-N interactions [see Eq. (8)] or the electron EDM.
For the paramagnetic systems such as the 205 Tl, 210 Fr atoms, YbF and ThO molecules, the enhancement factor of the electron EDM K and the scalar-type P, CP-odd electron-nucleon interaction C SP N [see Eq. (8)] are calculated directly using the Relativistic Hartree-Fock approach [91] [92] [93] . The EDM of the paramagnetic atom or molecule is expressed as
where Z, N , and A are the proton, neutron and the total nucleon numbers of the nucleus a, respectively. For the case of the paramagnetic molecule, Z, N and A are those of the biggest nucleus. The first term is the contribution of the electron EDM, with the enhancement factor K a , and the second term that from the scalar-type P, CP-odd e-N interactions. The effect of the P, CP-odd e-N interactions was expressed relative to the electron EDM contribution, because the experimental data of the paramagnetic systems are often written in terms of the electron EDM. In this work, we neglect the contribution of the pseudoscalar-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction and the nuclear Schiff moment for the 205 Tl atoms and the YbF molecule. The theoretical uncertainty of the input parameters for the paramagnetic systems is known to be small, within few percents, and the results given by other approach [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] are more or less consistent.
The EDM of diamagnetic atoms has a moderate sensitivity on the electron EDM or the scalar-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction, due to the closed electron shell. It is therefore important to also consider the effect of other P, CP-odd effects such as the nuclear Schiff moment or the pseudoscalar-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction. In this work, the EDM of the diamagnetic atoms is expressed as
where σ a N is the nuclear spin matrix element of the nucleus a, which can be calculated using Eq. (45) . For the diamagnetic atoms relevant in this work ( 129 Xe, 199 Hg, 211 Rn, and 225 Ra), the contributions from the nuclear Schiff moment, the pseudoscalar-type and the tensortype P, CP-odd electron-nucleon interactions are calculated directly. We have quoted the results of the Relativistic Hartree-Fock approach improved with random phase approximation or configuration interaction plus many-body perturbation theory [99] . The theoretical uncertainty of the input parameters for the diamagnetic atoms is also small, and the results given by other approach [100] are almost consistent. The detail of the parameters used in this paper is presented in the formula of the Section IV.
The other contributions such as the effects of the electron EDM or the scalar-type P, CP-odd e-N interactions are derived from the approximate analytic formulae in terms of the tensor-type P, CP-odd e-N interactions [101] . The contribution of the electron EDM and the scalartype P, CP-odd e-N interaction to the EDM of diamagnetic atoms can be analytically related to the effect of the tensor-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction. The electron EDM contribution in diamagnetic atoms can be written as [6, 101] 
(a B is the Bohr radius), I the spin of the nucleus a, and µ a the nuclear magnetic moment in unit of the nuclear magneton. The scalar-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction C SP N can be written as [6, 101] 
The above two relations are accurate to O(Z 2 α 2 em ). For the diamagnetic atom EDM, the coefficient of the tensortype P, CP-odd e-N interaction K a T [see Table IV ] is often calculated. The atomic EDM generated from the electron EDM and the scalar-type P, CP-odd e-N interaction are, respectively,
III. THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING METHOD
In phenomenological perturbative analysis in general, we often encounter with constraint relations linear in physical observables. To derive the maximum of some value (relation) constrained by these relations, we have to solve the set of inequalities, and find the maximum in the allowed region. To do this, we can do a naive scan of the full parameter space by either dotting and checking or by either yes or no, the discretized space which is included in the regions constrained by input inequalities. However, this naive method looses efficiency when the parameter space becomes large, in particular when the dimension increases in number.
An efficient way to derive the maximum is the linear programming method. This method is based on the observation that the maximum is located at one of the corners of the multidimensional polygon made out of inequality constraints (if the solution exists). This can be understood as follows. The linear relation we want to maximize constitutes a constant gradient. Starting from somewhere in the allowed region, we follow the direction of the gradient to increase the linear relation. When we reach one of the "wall" (hyperplane) of constraint inequality, we follow then the direction of the projection of the gradient onto the wall. The dimension of the hyperplane we hit in going along the projected gradient diminishes in turn, and we arrive finally at some of the corners of the multidimensional polygonal allowed region. This is the point where the linear relation is maximized (of course if the gradient is found to be orthogonal with the final "hyperwall" we strike in going along the projected gradient, the whole hyperwall will be a degenerate solution of the problem). This is exactly the algorithm of the linear programming. The schematic picture of the 2-dimensional example is shown in Fig. 5 . In our [7] .
case, we want to predict the possible maximal value of the prepared experimental observables within the EDMconstraints. The linear inequalities and observables must be expressed by variables, which are the combination of the RPV bilinears.
IV. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURES
Let us now define all the input inequalities. We first define the relevant degrees of freedom which are the imaginary parts of the bilinear of RPV couplings. We then give the phenomenological upper bounds to the RPV couplings due to the known experimental data. We finally present the linear relations between the RPV bilinears and the CP-odd observables in questions, which are needed to yield constraints.
A. RPV degrees of freedom
Let us define the set of RPV degrees of freedom in the linear programming. It is adequate to choose linearly independent combinations of RPV bilinears that appear in the relation of EDMs as our variables. The type 5 and 6 can be omitted from our analysis, since they are not related at all with the other observables. We then obtain ten variables which span the RPV parameter space relevant in our discussion. We define them as
These variables are the minimal set of variables linearly independent in the EDM relations (to see the relation, see Ref. [39] ). According to the classification of RPV bilinears, x 1 and x 2 belongs to the type 1. Variables x 3 , x 4 and x 5 are of the type 2, x 6 and x 7 of the type 3 and finally x 8 , x 9 and x 10 of the type 4. We must note that this decomposition has been made possible since we have assumed that the sneutrino masses (and charged slepton also) are degenerate. If this would not be the case, the combinations of RPV couplings (52) would be much more involved.
B. Phenomenological constraints on RPV couplings
The above set of RPV bilinears are bounded in absolute values from other experimental data. As we are considering the full RPV parameter space which can be constrained by EDM experiments, these absolute upper limits provided by other experiments should also be taken into account. They are essentially derived from the fundamental precision test in experiments and are given in Table II . These limits are quite useful because the multidimensional region of the RPV coupling parameter space is now bounded by them. Thanks to these limits, we obtain the 20 linear inequalities which corresponds to a finite "box" in 10 dimensional RPV parameter space as [2] . The notation [m] in the column of "Upper limit" denotes the mass m in unit of 100 GeV.
follows:
All in (53) are given by assuming the SUSY masses to be equal 1 TeV. In particular, sneutrino masses are assumed to degenerate. The P, CP-odd observables can be expressed, to the leading order in RPV bilinears, as
where a is the label of the system (for example, He for 3 He nucleus). c ai are coefficients of the linear dependences of the P, CP-odd observable a on the RPV bilinears. The EDM-constraints are then expressed in the form of inequalities
for a =Xe, Hg, Tl, YbF, ThO and n. d 
where K YbF and K ThO are the electron EDM enhancement factors for which explicit values are not needed in this work.
The computational strategy of our problem is then to find the maximally possible values of EDMs d a (a=p, D, He, Rn, Ra, Fr) together with R (R-correlation in neutron beta decay) in the parameter space (x 1 , · · · , x 10 ) linearly constrained by Eqs. (53) and (55).
C. Linear coefficients of CP-odd observables
The final step of the setup is to set the inequalities due to the EDM-constraints from 129 Xe, 205 Tl, 199 Hg atoms, YbF, ThO molecules, and neutron, and relations of the P, CP-odd observables we want to maximize (EDMs of the proton, deuteron, 3 He nucleus, 211 Rn, 225 Ra, 210 Fr atoms, muon, and the R-correlation of the neutron beta decay). In this part, the scalar content of nucleon is abreviated as≡ p|qq|p .
They are given as follows.
Paramagnetic atoms, molecules
Here we present the linear coefficients of the EDM of the paramagnetic atoms and molecules ( 205 Tl, 210 Fr, YbF and ThO).
where a = Tl, Fr, YbF, ThO. The atomic level parameters are given in Table III . [92, 94, 96] , YbF [93] , and ThO [93] systems. The enhancement factors for the molecular systems are not shown, since the experimental constraints are given in terms of the electron EDM. We also show the proton and neutron numbers Z and N of the nuclei. 
Diamagnetic atoms
The linear coefficients for the diamagnetic atoms on the other hand are given as follows:
where a = Xe, Hg, Rn, Ra. The atomic level parameters are given in Tables IV and V. The nuclear level parameters for the Hg, Rn, and Ra nuclei are given in [82] , and the dependence of the 129 Xe nuclear Schiff moment on the P, CP-odd pionnucleon interactions is given by a 
Xe = 3.99 × 10 −4 e fm 3 [83] .
Nucleon EDM
The linear coefficients for the neutron EDM are given by (3, 2) . (59) For the proton EDM, the coefficients are obtained just by the replacement δu → δd,ρ 
where a = d , 3 He. The nuclear level parameters are given in Table VI .
R-correlation
Finally the R-correlation in the neutron beta decay is given simply by
and the ratio g A = G A /G V is given by [59] g A = 1.27590 ± 0.00239
The derivation of (61) and (62) is relegated in Appendix E.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Constraints to RPV couplings
After performing the analysis using the linear programming method, we have found the upper limits on bilinears of RPV couplings listed in Table VII . We see that the RPV bilinears
are constrained in such a way that the limits obtained are apparently looser than those obtained in the previous analysis based on the dominance of a single RPV bilinear (see Table VIII ). This [99] . The effects of the tensor-(C T N ), pseudoscalar-type P, CP-odd interactions (C PS N ), and the nuclear Schiff moment to the EDMs of the diamagnetic atoms are given. We also show the proton and neutron numbers Z and N of the nuclei, and the nuclear magnetic moment in unit of the nuclear magneton. 
πNN )). The coefficients a illustrates the large degree of freedom of the RPV supersymmetric models which accommodate much larger regions of the couplings while keeping consistency with tight EDM-constraints. Note that this analysis gives in some cases tighter upper bounds than the limits listed in Eq. (53) on the basis of other experimental sources in Table II . We can safely say that the analysis leading to (53) gives cruder upper bounds on the RPV couplings. Table X obtained exactly in the same way, but with m SUSY = 5 TeV. The predictions obtained here are on the same order of magnitude, since the constraints on biliears of RPV couplings given by EDMs and by other experiments (see Table II ) have similar scaling in sparticle masses.
Let us compare our analysis with the previous ones relying on the assumption of the dominance of one single RPV bilinear summarized in Table VIII . Using these limits in Table VIII , we obtain the upper limits for P, CP-odd observables as in Table XI , which are going to be inspected in next generation experiments (see also Table XII for m SUSY = 5 TeV). We see that all predictions with the assumption of the dominance of one single RPV bilinear are well below our maximal predictions using the linear programming method, by two to four orders of magnitudes. This huge difference implies that choosing one of the couplings as the dominant one is not put on a sound basis and that there could occur conspiracy among several couplings so that the EDM constraints are satisfied. These configurations of RPV couplings have never been shed due light in the previous analyses. The linear programming method shows efficiency in finding such configurations for RPV parameters. Below, we will try to explain in more detail the reasons for this large difference.
RPV couplings satisfying EDM-constraints of atoms and molecules
As we have argued in Chapter II B, the atoms and molecules have a strong sensitivity to the type 2 (x 3 , x 4 and x 5 ) semi-leptonic RPV bilinears. Let us see how the RPV bilinears arrange themselves and become large consistently with the EDM-constraints.The EDM of the paramagnetic systems ( 205 Tl atom, YbF, and ThO molecules) are sensitive to the type 2 RPV bilinears, and also to the type 1 leptonic RPV bilinears (x 1 and x 2 ). Thus, to be consistent with the constraint provided by the paramagnetic systems, it suffices to cancel the type 1 and type 2 contributions mutually. As we can see, this is exactly what is happening in Table IX. The constraints from the EDM of diamagnetic atoms ( 199 Hg and 129 Xe) also have strong sensitivity to type 2 RPV bilinears, since it is generated by P, CP-odd e-N in- 2.4 × 10 6.5 × 10
TABLE VIII. Upper limits on the absolute value of bilinears of RPV couplings obtained with the assumption of the single coupling dominance. The RPV bilinears x1, x2, x3, x4, and x5 are constrained by the experimental data of the ThO molecule [14] . The RPV bilinears x6, x7, x8, x9, and x10 are constrained by the experimental data of the neutron EDM [10] .
teractions. Diamagnetic atoms have, however, a moderate sensitivity to type 1 bilinears. They also receive contribution from type 4 (x 8 , x 9 and x 10 ). To be consistent with experimental upper bounds, we have to cancel the type 2 and type 4 contributions. The large cancellation occurs among x 3 , x 4 and x 5 . The remaining small part is cancelled with the type 4 RPV components originating in the nuclear Schiff moment. Within the above constraints, it is possible to enlarge the x 3 (= Im(λ i11 λ ′ * i11 )) component up to ∼ 10 −4 . The coefficients c ia of the EDM of diamagnetic atoms for type 2 RPV bilinears are aligned. This explains the relatively small maximal prediction for the EDM of 211 Rn atom. The same analysis does not hold for the 225 Ra atom, since the EDM of 225 Ra has strong sensitivity on the hadronic sector (type 4). The above inspection means that even by introducing the future experimental constraints from 211 Rn and 225 Ra atoms, which will be explained in Sec. V C, it is not possible to give tight upper bounds on RPV bilinears of type 2. To rule out the type 2 bilinears, we need another observable with coefficients c 3a , c 4a and c 5a not aligned with those of the diamagnetic atoms. This is possible when we use the R-correlation of the neutron beta decay, which will be discussed later.
Limits to type 3
Throughout this analysis, the type 3 RPV bilinears are supposed to take the same value (|x 6 | = 5.0 × 10 −2 , |x 7 | = 5.5×10 −2 ). This is simply because the type 3 cannot be constrained from the linear programming analysis due to the suppression of the quark EDM by the electromagnetic coupling constant in the Barr-Zee type contribution. The limits coming from other experiments are therefore dominant in this case.
Hadronic observables
The purely hadronic observables (such as EDMs of the neutron, proton, deuteron and 3 He nucleus) have a large sensitivity against hadronic P, CP violating RPV interactions (type 4). This is due to the absence of the screening electrons and also to the large sensitivity of the nearfuture experiments with novel techniques using the storage ring [16] . The absence of the electrons also suppresses the semi-leptonic contribution, so that it serves to probe a fixed region of the RPV parameter space. One of the important characteristics of the purely hadronic EDMs is that they depend approximately only on type 4 RPV bilinears (type 3 contribution is relatively small). As they dp have restricted sensitivity against RPV bilinears, they can be used as a good probe to rule out a specific region of the RPV parameter space. This also means that accumulating the EDM experimental data of pure hadronic EDMs is an efficient way to constrain the RPV parameter space, since they receive no cancellation from other sector than type 4 RPV bilinears. We must note that the prediction of the hadronic EDMs suffers from large theoretical uncertainty due to the use of model calculations at the hadronic level, and we would not be quite sure even of the order of magnitude. To do a quantitative analysis, we must improve the accuracy of the QCD level calculation.
R-correlation
With the assumption of the single coupling dominance, one might perhaps argue that the R-correlation is not particularly useful due to the strong constraint of the atomic EDMs against CP violation. For example, within the dominance of one single bilinear of RPV couplings, the EDM of 199 Hg atom can constrain the same combination Im(λ i11 λ ′ * i11 ) up to 10 −10 with the current experimental data, whereas the R-correlation can constrain only up to 10 −2 in the current experimental prospect of the 8 Li [110] , well below the EDM experimental sensitivity. The result of our analysis, however, shows the potential importance of this observable. By virtue of the fact that the R-correlation depends only on one combination (at least at the tree level), it can be "safely" large without conflicting with EDM observables which depend on several couplings. The R-correlation is an important probe of the absolute size of Im(λ i11 λ ′ * i11 ). We have seen that Im(λ i11 λ ′ * i11 ) is the most sensitive RPV bilinear for the atomic EDMs, and combined with the EDMconstraints of paramagnetic and diamagnetic atoms, we can fully constrain the type 2 RPV bilinears. If the R-correlation can be measured with sufficient accuracy, it is possible to rule out the large prediction of atomic EDMs from Im(λ i11 λ ′ * i11 ), thus reducing a large portion of the contribution to them. The experimental development in searching for the R-correlation should therefore be strongly urged.
Muon EDM
The muon EDM is out of the scope of the present paper, but this observable sits in a special position, so we should add some comment. The muon EDM depends on Im(λ 122 λ * 133 ), Im(λ i22 λ ′ * i22 ), and Im(λ i22 λ ′ * i33 ) via the twoloop level Barr-Zee type diagram, but these combinations do not contribute to the other available P, CP-odd observables. In RPV, the muon EDM is actually completely independent of other observables and can constrain its own RPV parameter space exclusively. As we do not have any other resource of EDM experimental data which can constrain the RPV couplings under consideration, the maximal prediction is just the sum of the upper bounds of RPV bilinears which can be probed with the muon EDM, and is of order 10 −24 e cm. The present experi-dXe dp TABLE XII. Upper limits of the prepared experimental observables with the assumption of the single coupling dominance for mSUSY = 5 TeV. The unit is e cm for EDM observables (the R-correlation is dimensionless).
mental sensitivity (∼ 10 −19 e cm [12] ) is well below the existing limits to the RPV couplings from other experiments. The future muon EDM experiments is prepared to aim at the order of 10 −24 e cm [16] , but the maximal value predicted in this analysis is also of the same order. Thus it will be difficult to either probe or constrain these RPV bilinears.
Theoretical uncertainties
Let us briefly mention theoretical uncertainties of this analysis. The first source of large theoretical uncertainty is the nuclear level calculations. The actual results of the Schiff moment calculations are not always consistent with each other (see Table I ). We have tested the dependence of the linear programming analysis on the different results presented in Ref. [84] . The results may vary by one or two orders of magnitude. This illustrates the large uncertainty due to the nuclear level calculation of the Schiff moments of nuclei with deformation. The reduction of the theoretical uncertainty associated with odd numbered nuclei with deformation is one of the problems that challenges us.
The second large theoretical uncertainty comes from the hadron level calculation. To derive the hadronic contribution of the chromo-EDM operator, we have used the chiral techniques, which have a strong dependence on the cutoff scale [27, 71] and are not considered to be accurate better than 100%. In the hadron sector, the final result may also change by an order of magnitude. To reduce these theoretical uncertainties, the lattice QCD study is absolutely needed [47] .
By considering these sources of theoretical error, we have to say that coefficients c 6 , c 7 , c 8 , c 9 and c 10 could differ by an order of magnitude.
Improvement of constraints on RPV couplings from other experiments
We must note that the limits on RPV couplings can be tightened possibly by improving the constraints provided by other experiments in the linear programming analysis. This is because the reductions of the allowed region of the (absolute values of) RPV couplings can be expected to constrain the degrees of freedom left for the rearrangement of parameters within (EDM-)constraints. Here we mention the possible potentiality of other experiments.
The first possibility is to improve the experimental accuracy of the measurements of lepton decays (universality test) and hadron decays (K → πνν, B → X s νν) (see Table II ).
The second possibility is the constraint from the absolute mass of neutrinos. All lepton number violating RPV interactions contribute to the Majorana mass of the neutrinos, so the improvement of experimental constraints on their masses has a large potential to limit RPV bilinears relevant in our analysis.
The third interesting possibility is the limit to be afforded by collider experiments. Actually, resonances of sneutrino arise in the presence of the RPV interactions at collider experiments [106] . The parton distributions for strange and bottom quarks also allow to probe the RPV interactions λ ′ i22 and λ ′ i33 . The lepton collider is sensitive to the resonances of sneutrino generated by leptonic RPV interactions λ i11 (electron collision), λ i22 (muon collision) and λ i33 (τ lepton collision).
C. Prospective upper limits of EDMs
Finaly we would like to supplement a rather peripheral analyses. Namely we add an estimate of the constraints on RPV bilinears when the prospective upper limits of the EDMs of 129 Xe, neutron, proton, deuteron, 3 He nucleus, 211 Rn, 225 Ra, and 210 Fr atoms are imposed. We will set the following limits, regarding the prospects of the experimental sensitivity [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] : 
Let us first see the limits on RPV bilinears with a combined use of (64) Table XIII .
By comparing Tables VII and XIII, we see that many RPV bilinears (x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 7 , x 8 , x 9 and x 10 ) can further be constrained by considering experimental data that are expected to come in the future. This result shows the importance of the prospective experiments. The following observations can be done:
• RPV bilinears x 1 and x 6 cannot be constrained at all. This is due to the small contribution of the Barr-Zee type diagram with the second generation fermion in the inner loop (the Barr-Zee type diagram is sensitive to the inner loop fermion mass).
• The expected bound on the proton EDM in (64) is only effective for limiting x 7 , in spite of the strong dependence of the proton EDM on the purely hadronic bilinears (type 4). This is due to the alignment of the coefficients with the neutron EDM.
• By taking into account of the EDM-constraints of the deuteron, 3 He nucleus and 225 Ra atom in (64) , the hadronic RPV bilinears x 9 and x 10 are constrained by two orders of magnitude tighter. This shows the strong sensitivity of hadronic EDMs (deuteron and 3 He) against x 9 and x 10 . The EDM of 225 Ra atom is also sensitive to the hadronic Rparity violation, due to the strong enhancement of the nuclear Schiff moment.
• The leptonic and semi-leptonic RPV bilinears x 2 , x 3 and x 4 , although moderate, can be constrained with any additional prospective EDM constraints. Naïvely, this fact is not obvious, since the purely hadronic EDMs (d d and d He ) are not sensitive to x 2 , x 3 and x 4 . This can be understood by the interplay between the additional future EDMconstraints and the existing constraints of diamagnetic atoms ( 199 Hg and 129 Xe). This fact shows the importance of considering as many systems of the experimental EDM-constraints as possible.
• The experimental limit of the 211 Rn EDM can give tighter constraints on x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 9 and x 10 . This is realized thanks to the strong (prospective) EDMconstraints.
We have also given upper limits when all prospective EDM-constraints are applied simultaneously, and the result gives very strong limits on RPV couplings. We understand that, when the number of constraints exceeds the number of the RPV bilinears, these strong limitations often occur. It is to be noted that by considering all prospective limits, we can constrain the RPV bilinear x 8 . We can conclude from these results that the combination of many EDM-constraints are useful in setting upper bounds on the RPV interactions.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have done an extensive analysis having a careful look at every corner of the full CP violating RPV parameter space. We have developed a new calculational technique based on the linear programming method, have given limits on the imaginary parts of RPV bilinears, and have predicted the maximally possible values for observables of prepared or on-going experiments (proton, deuteron, 3 He nucleus, 211 Rn, 225 Ra, 210 Fr atoms, muon, and the R-correlation of the neutron beta decay) under the currently available experimental constraints (56) (in addition to other CP conserving experimental data of fundamental precision tests listed in Table  II) . We have found through this analysis that the RPV bilinears
i33 )] can be constrained by the current available experimental EDM-constraints.
The upper limits on the above RPV bilinears and
i22 )] can be tightened with additional prospective EDM-constraints of the proton, deuteron, 3 He nucleus, 211 Rn and 225 Ra atoms given in (64) . In particular, x 9 and x 10 can be strongly constrained due to the high sensitivity of the planned EDM experiments. RPV bilinears x 1 [= Im(λ 311 λ * 322 )] and
have not yet been constrained due to the rather poor sensitivity of the EDMs of the relevant systems.
For the prediction of prospective experiments, we have found that very large values are still allowed. This result is encouraging for experimentalists, since there is still a possibility to observe large EDM for prospective experiments. We have made a comparison of our analyses with the "classic" ones which assume the dominance of only one or a few combinations of couplings among several others. We have demonstrated the potential importance of the regions in the parameter space which had never been given due consideration. As it has turned out in this work, intriguing observables are the R-correlation, the purely hadronic EDMs and the muon EDM which have sensitivity to the restricted area of the RPV param-RPV bilinear dn dXe dp (64) were applied simultaneously. The sparticle mass was set to 1 TeV.
eter space. We have also obtained the useful information that the R-correlation is an important probe to rule out the type 2 RPV bilinears. Although we believe that applications of linear programming method in this work is quite successful, we have to admit some troubles due to the theoretical uncertainties. The reduction of them, in particular at the hadronic and nuclear level, are urgently required.
Finally we would like to mention a subject which is left open for our future work. In the present work, we have analyzed the EDM-constraints as linear relations in the linear programming, but the absolute limits on the RPV couplings taken from other experimental data were assumed to hold only for a single RPV coupling. As a future subject, we have to treat also these absolute limits offered by other experiments as linear relation inputs in the analysis of linear programming.
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Appendix A: Barr-Zee type contribution to the fermion EDM and quark chromo-EDM
The contribution to the EDM of a fermion F k due to the photon exchange RPV Barr-Zee type graph (see Fig.  1 ) is given by [40] 
where k and Q F are respectively the flavor index and the electric charge in unit of e of the external fermion F k . Likewise j and Q f are respectively the flavor index and electric charge in unit of e of the the inner loop fermion f j (or sfermionf j ). In the left-hand side of (A1), d
are the Barr-Zee type contributions with photon, Z and W boson exchange, respectively, to be defined below. Note that the electric charge e = |e| is positively defined, in contrast to Refs. [7, 39, 40] .
The photon exchange RPV effect is
where n c is the color number of the inner loop fermion or sfermion (n c = 3 if inner loop fermion is a quark, otherwise n c = 1). The mass of the exchanged sneutrino is given by mν i . The function F is defined as
The last approximation holds for small τ . Note that the Barr-Zee type diagram gives EDM contribution only to down-type quarks (the same property holds also for the chromo-EDM seen below).
The contribution to the EDM of the fermion F k from the Z boson exchange RPV Barr-Zee type graph is given by [40] 
where the weak coupling α f ≡ 
The W exchange RPV Barr-Zee diagram contribution turns out to be [40] 
where V ij is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element, f 
where k and j are again the flavor indices of the quark q k and the fermion of the inner loop, respectively.
Appendix B: Phenomenological pseudoscalar contents of nucleon
The derivation of the pseudoscalar condensates goes along the line of Ref. [57] . The anomalous Ward identity requires 2m N ∆u = 2m u p|ūiγ 5 u|p − 2m N α s 2π ∆g, (B1)
2m N ∆s = 2m s p|siγ 5 s|p − 2m N α s 2π ∆g,
where ∆u = 0.71 ± 0.04, ∆d = −0.38 ± 0.06, and ∆s = −0.02 ± 0.01 [58] . The anomaly contribution is defined as ∆g = − 
where ∆Σ = 0.32 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 [58] , D = 0.80 and F = 0.47. Here δg A = g A − fπ mN g πN N is the correction to the Goldberger-Treiman relation, where we have used g πN N = 14.11 ± 0.20 [81] . By equating the above equations, we obtain Eqs. (35), (36) , and (37). with β 0 = 9. The first term on the right hand side of (C1) is the contribution in the chiral limit, and the other terms the finite quark mass contribution to the nucleon mass. In the heavy quark expansion, the scalar heavy quark condensates are given by [61] 
where we have used the result of the lattice QCD study of the nucleon sigma term m u N |ūu|N + m d N |dd|N ≈ 2 × 45 MeV [48] , and numerical values (20) - (22) input parameters. The result of the charm quark content N |cc|N is to be compared with the recent lattice QCD result N |cc|N ≈ 0.03 − 0.09 [49] , which is on the same order of magnitude. The pseudoscalar heavy quark contents of nucleon can be written in the leading order of the heavy quark expansion [61] The leading contribution of the quark chromo-EDM to the neutron and proton EDMs is given by the chiral logarithm of the meson-loop diagrams shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The dependence of the nucleon EDMs on the quark chromo-EDM is given by [7, 27, 71] 
with
where D = 0. . By assuming p|g sq σ µν t a G µν a q|p ∝ p|qq|p , we find Eq. (41) .
Appendix E: RPV contribution to the R-correlation
We briefly present the R-correlation of the neutron beta decay, a powerful probe of the new physics with the small SM background [111, 112] . This observable, like the EDMs, is also sensitive to the P and CP violations of the underlying theory. The angular distribution of the neutron beta decay can be written as [113] ω(E e , Ω e , Ω ν ) ∝ 
where R-correlation is the last term, the triple product of the initial neutron polarization, emitted electron polarization and momentum. This observable is odd under P and CP. The tree level RPV contribution to the R-correlation of the neutron beta decay is given by the diagram given in Fig. 6 . The nucleon level effective interaction is then
where g S ≡ p|ūd|n ≈ p|ūu −dd|p ≈ 1.02 has been obtained by taking the isospin breaking to the first order [51, 52] . The lattice QCD study of g S also gives a consistent result [50] . We finally obtain the R-correlation formula presented previously in (61) and (62) 
